FSU COP5641 Spring 2013 Linux Kernel and Device Driver Programming Student Information

Name: _________________________  FSU ID Card number _______________________________

CS Dept User ID: _________________  4-digit PIN you want for 016 LOV door: ______________

Pre-requisite                          when taken                  mastery gained

COP 4610 (Operating Systems)          __________                  __________

COP 5570 (Advanced Unix Programming)  __________                  __________

Other Relevant Experience:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Days and hours you cannot come in to demonstrate a project:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Do you have a machine of your own on which you can load Linux, do the individual assignments for this course, and bring in to the lab to demonstrate your work? Yes___ No___

Do you have a hardware device that needs a driver, or another project idea for this course? If so, what?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________